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1 INTRODUCTION
The symbiotic relationship at the intersection of edge computing
[26] and artificial intelligence that powers many edge applications
has resulted in the emergence of a new field, edge intelligence (EI)
which has been gaining prominence in fields such as smart cities
[28, 35], autonomous vehicle fleets [34], intelligent manufacturing
and agriculture [37], and internet-of-things [16, 38]. EI has been
classified [39] based on the levels of device, edge, and cloud involve-
ment, thus also introducing the notion of an EI continuum ranging
from cloud-edge cooperative intelligence down to on-device intelli-
gence and includes EI that is conducted solely among edge devices,
or in-edge collaborative intelligence. In this paper, we propose
community-structured decentralized edge learning, a fully decentral-
ized approach, in which edge devices self-organize into learning
communities based on data and feature affinities and facilitate ML
training and inference within those communities. While drawing
on work frommulti-agent systems and existing distributed learning
paradigms [2, 10–12, 14, 15, 18], this new paradigm would fill an
important gap in the EI continuum by considering learning within
and across communities. We believe that the proposed paradigm
could improve learning accuracy, especially where personalized or
localized differentiation is desired, and communication efficiency
while being resilient to cloud outages or communication distur-
bances; and that the challenges poised by the paradigm can be
overcome by the continued development of enabling technologies.

Figure 1 shows different paradigms of evolution towards decen-
tralized EI, including our proposed paradigm. The current state of
the network edge in its diverse and varied ecosystem of personal
and connected devices is characterized by limited resources (e.g.
power, storage, consumption), heterogeneous communication in-
frastructure, and privacy and security considerations [24, 27, 30].
Federated learning [19] has emerged as an eminent paradigm of
learning at the edge, and while it mostly takes place at the edge,
it still relies on the cloud for coordination, aggregation, and dis-
semination. To circumvent dependence on centralization, many
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fully decentralized approaches, improvements, and implementa-
tions have been studied [3, 11, 13, 15, 17, 23]. Yet the current state
of fully decentralized learning paradigms leaves two issues to be
considered. First, while communication efficiency through selective
collaboration has been introduced in centralized distributed learn-
ing schemes [12, 14] and gossip learning [13], it has not been fully
accounted for in fully decentralized learning. Second, while meth-
ods for application-specific personalization have been introduced in
other distributed learning schemes [14, 18], existing works on fully
decentralized learning do not consider the potential of using data
and feature affinity to enable localization of models for personalized
applications.

2 COMMUNITY-STRUCTURED
DECENTRALIZED EDGE LEARNING

We propose community-structured fully decentralized edge learning,
a new distributed learning paradigm where participating agents
form learning communities – groups of agents connected by feature
or data affinity. After agents train their models on local data, models
are primarily shared within communities with the option of inter-
community sharing as well. This process is illustrated in Figure 2
and explained in Section 2. Structures and selective collaboration
in distributed learning are not new and have been implemented in
centralized federated learning [12, 14, 18] and gossip training proto-
cols [4, 21, 22, 27]. Our proposed notion of structure is a step further
from the current state-of-the-art as it allows the dynamic forma-
tion of communities along application- as well as communication-
specific feature affinities, allowing for better personalization, in-
creased resiliency (in the face of cloud outages and communication
disruptions) and communication efficiency. Below, we discuss the
technologies needed to enable the proposed community-structured
decentralized learning paradigm.

Decentralized Community Identification. Methods to iden-
tify and self-organize into communities are necessary to then con-
duct model sharing within those communities. Community identifi-
cation methods have been proposed for social networks [9, 25, 29],
large attribute networks [31], and in applications to smart cities and
urban planning [7]. Feature-based clustering strategies have also
been proposed specifically for federated learning [8, 32]. However,
many of these feature-based community identifications are at least
partly centralized, and so work must be done to fully decentral-
ize the process. To this end, there are methods in decentralized
cluster formation in ad-hoc networks [20, 33] and clustering in
connected graphs [1]. These strategies can be adapted to organize
communities based on communication of data and feature affinities.
For example, phones running a next word prediction can coalesce
into communities based on similar geographical and demographic
features to deliver more relevant predictions.
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(a) Traditional learning. (b) Federated learning. (c) Fully decentralized learning. (d) Community-structured.

Figure 1: Evolution towards decentralized edge intelligence, including our proposed paradigm.

Decentralized Learning Algorithms. Decentralized learning
algorithms are necessary for decentralized model training, local
aggregation, model sharing, and local or collaborative inference.
Reinventing these algorithms may not be necessary and so far, sev-
eral decentralized learning paradigms [2, 4, 10, 11, 15] have been
studied and improved [11, 12, 27]. The selection of these algorithms
per application is a well-acknowledged problem generally in EI
[6, 39], and, in pursuing community-structured decentralized learn-
ing specifically, needs to consider the more consistent exposure
to fewer data sources when compared to general decentralized
learning. Furthermore, work must also be done in adapting existing
algorithms to the specific needs of edge applications, especially
to facilitate personalization and localization. For example, many
works on consensus strategies in decentralized paradigms [13, 17]
are aimed at singular global convergence among the entire network,
which is useful in some applications but not all. Many applications
favor differentiated and more localized outcomes, such as predictive
text in the NLP domain [14], and thus decentralized learning algo-
rithms should be adapted to accommodate differentiated behavior
among communities to produce useful differentiation of models.

Basic Building Blocks. While many EI frameworks exist [5,
11, 36], a framework for community-structured decentralized edge
learning would need to include mechanisms for community identi-
fication and community-structured collaborative learning as dis-
cussed above. Figure 2 illustrates our vision of community-structured
edge intelligence and its basic building blocks. During the initial-
ization phase, agents securely exchange feature or data informa-
tion with one another and measure affinity based on the shared
information. Next, using specified similarity metrics and criteria,
agents self-organize into communities according to their measured
affinity. Similarly to clustering algorithms, the initialization and
organization phases may have to iterate before reaching adequate
communitization. Finally, agents train locally and exchange model
information within their selected communities, with the option of
sharing between communities as well. Community organization
will trigger periodically due to changes in topology, network and
device conditions, community membership, etc., in order facilitate
dynamic and adaptive community structures in which learning
occurs.

3 PRELIMINARY CASE STUDY
In our preliminary experiments, we used a custom Python-based
decentralized federated learning simulator in which agents conduct
decentralized learning tasks along a simple network graph. We

Figure 2: Community-structured decentralized edge intelli-
gence and its basic building blocks.

used next-word prediction as the driving application where agents
represent each of 12 Twitter users, organized into 3 topic-based
communities, with each agent holding 14000 to 37000 local data
points, split into local training and testing sets, and using LSTM
networks on that data. Decentralized learning is conducted under
three different modes – (1) a fully-connected network in which each
agent shares its trained model information with every other agent,
(2) using random partner selection in which each agent shares in-
formation with a random subset of 5 other agents, and (3) using
community structure in which agents share information with other
agents in their community. Each agent is evaluated on their own lo-
cal test data. Figure 3 shows accuracy performance over 10 rounds,
or cycles, of the different collaborative learning approaches, aver-
aged over 5 runs. Community-structured collaboration performed
7% better in terms of accuracy while generating 73% fewer messages
than fully-connected collaboration; and 9% better accuracy and 40%
fewer messages than random partner collaboration. These prelimi-
nary results indicate that community-structured decentralized edge
learning in applications that favor personalization and localization
can provide higher accuracy and lower communication overhead.

Figure 3: Preliminary results with next word prediction.
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